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Above 
and left: 
Action Man 
accessories 
(plus detail) 
– £5500.

Left: Tommy 
Gunn 
accessories – 
£3600.

Left: Madelman 
figure sold with 
others and 
Combat Man 
examples – £820 
at Atkins.

It was not uncommon in the 18th century for 
a doll to be presented within its own miniature 
doll-scaled world. For example, the French 
wooden court doll, usually posed in the 
presence of other court figures, each of which 
was singularly carved to represent a specific 
person, their collective purpose to insinuate a 
rumoured scandal of the court. But nowhere 
was the human theatre in dolls more vividly 
seen than in Naples, Italy. 

Doll collectors are familiar with the 
collections of Hanne Büktas which have 
featured at auction house Theriault’s in 
Annapolis, Maryland, in past years, ranging 
from The Hanne Büktas Collection of Antique 
Needlework Tools and Sewing Accessories 
to Lady Fancies, Half-Dolls, Bathing Beauties 
and More, to The Hanne Büktas Collection 
of French Poupées, Their Trousseaux and 

Accessories. Theriault’s says: “It was while 
collecting French poupées that Hanne Büktas 
began the pursuit of other Continental 
dolls including Grodnertal, Genoese and 
Neapolitans, and, as was the case with her 
poupée collection, the pursuit encompassed 
each aspect of that collecting niche, including 
furnishings, accessories, animals, and other 
accoutrements.”

Her final remaining collection, her favourite, 
will be offered on March 6 in The Doll as 
Theatre: Neapolitan and Continental Dolls of 
the 17th and 18th Century from the Hanne 
Büktas Collection, Part Two. Two special 
commemorative catalogues have been 
produced and feature nearly 500 dolls and 
hundreds of related ephemera, furnishings, 
and accessories. 

 theriaults.com

1. Neapolitan red snood lady with taufling baby, 13in (33cm), late 
1700s – estimate $1400-1700 at Theriault’s on March 6.

2. Neapolitan peasant widow attributed to Bottigliero, 15in (38cm) 
mid-1700s – estimate $2200-2800.

3. Neapolitan court lady with rare sculpted cap, 15in (38cm) late 1700s 
– estimate $1600-1800.

How did toy manufacturers get boys in the rather 
less PC 1960s to play with dolls? Well, making 
those dolls male in gender, dressing them up in 
military uniforms and giving the more macho title 
of action figures certainly helped.

The phenomenon kicked off in the US with the 
Hasbro GI Joe range. The 12in (30cm) high figures 
launched in 1964 and became such a hit that UK 
manufacturers wanted a slice of the action – and in 
1966 Action Man was born, courtesy of Palitoy, a 
subsidiary of Hasbro.

The UK figures with features such as gripping 
hands actually overtook GI Joe in terms of quality.

Accessories sold separately are now making 
impressive prices. In the Keys (20% buyer’s 
premium) Toys auction on July 7 last year a group 
of Action Man uniforms estimated at £40-60 sold 
for £1300 (ATG No 2452).

The latest whopping price came on October 30, 
over in Ashburton, Devon, when a group of seven 
boxed uniform/accessories sets, plus seven Action 
Man equipment packs, came to Atkins (15% 
buyer’s premium) estimated at £50-80. They 
took £5500.

Lookalike faces
Success means imitation. Both GI Joe and Action 
Man inspired a wide array of lookalikes – which 
are also proving very collectable.

Atkins offered a Tommy Gunn boxed action 

Collectors answer action figure call to arms 
figure plus nine assorted uniforms and accessories 
guided at £50-80 which ended up taking £3600.

Both the Action Man and Tommy Gunn lots 
came from the same vendor, a collector, and were 
bought via online bids by collectors. Phil Atkins 
from the auction house said: “The Action Man 
buyer said there was one outfit that he hadn’t 
ever seen carded in his 16 years of collecting and 
another that was almost as rare.”

Tommy Gunn, also launched in 1966, was 
produced by British company Pedigree which 
had competed against Palitoy for the GI Joe 
UK version deal. Such is the accuracy of the 
equipment, it has been suggested Pedigree’s 
designers had a contact inside the MOD.

However, they failed to gain the traction enjoyed 
by Action Man (perhaps because Tommy Gunn 
uniforms were based only on British regiments and 
equipment) and by 1968 the body parts were being 
used instead for a range of Captain Scarlet figures 
based on the TV show.

Getting smaller
Another variant of the soldier doll was the smaller 
6in (15cm) high figure by Spain’s Madelman.

Atkins offered a lot of five Madelman action 
figures (not just military themed) and six Combat 
Man Second World War figures estimated at 
which took £820 from a collector in Spain, against 
a guide of £30-50.

Combat Man was produced from 1976 by 
Mego using different names across France, Italy, 
Germany Austria, the UK, Australia and the US, 
often under Lion Rock branding.

They were not particularly successful either, 
although these small-scale action figures were the 
precursors of the Star Wars figure that emerged 
the following year.

Neapolitan world in miniature
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